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Abstract
The tourism sector, before the Corona Strikes, works as a inclusive development engine for many countries' economies and labour markets. In a global world, with increasing travel opportunities, tourism offers both labours intensive and knowledge-intensive activities, across many economic sectors. Tourism is a spatially dependent sector and also a tradable one. The Methodology for tourism statistics (Eurostat 2014), Tourism Satellite Accounts (TSA 2010) and The International Recommendations for Tourism Statistics 2008 (IRTS 2008) differentiate the "mainly tourism" industries at four digits. We identify the natural cluster by number and pattern, at 3189 local spatial units (NUTS 5) by eight attribute variable employees: gender (male, female), age (youth, adult and aged) and education detainted level (low, medium and high). Sectors are detailed at two digits only (H51- Air transport, I55 - Hotels and other accommodation facilities and N79-Activities of tour agencies and tour operators; other reservation services and tourist assistance). Romanian National Institute of Statistics provides 2011 Census data. We apply the Multivariate Clustering Analysis with K Means algorithm as a Spatial Statistical Tool in Arc Gis Pro 2.3, an unsupervised machine learning an Artificial Intelligence technique, appropriate for Big Data. Clusters resulted illustrates natural hidden patterns of local labour markets pooling in the sense of Urban& Jacobian economies, but also some insight regarding the Morettian externalities sources. These results are useful for Regions Smart Specialisation Strategies development of human resources & talents to increase innovation capabilities and inclusive job creation, but also for a prompt recovery post-Covid Pandemic.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Importance

The economic importance of Travel & Tourism sector as a driver to employment by the latest World Travels Tourism Council’s (WTTC) 2020 Economic Impact report, which shows it supported in 2019 more than 330 million jobs, or 1 in 10 jobs around the world, explaining the creation 10.3% of global GDP. WTTC (2020b) “latest annual research, in conjunction with Oxford Economics, shows the Travel & Tourism sector experienced 3.5% growth in 2019, outpacing that of the global economy (2.5%) for the ninth consecutive year. Over the past five years, one in four new jobs were created by the sector, making Travel & Tourism the best partner for governments to generate employment”. (WTTC 2020a) The increasing importance of tourism for growth and jobs is signalled by Turner (2018) as the sector that “generates prosperity across the globalised world”. Future indicates an increase in growing to 2030 at 425 million jobs, or 11.1 jobs around the world, creation 1.47% of global GDP. The growth rate is 2.4%, close to the 2.5% global average. (WTTC 2020b) For Europe Union tourism and travel sector supported in 2019 more than 22.6 million jobs, or 11.2% from total EU employment, explaining the creation of 10.3% of global GDP. (WTTC 2020b)

Bănilă (2018) cites WTTC 2018 for Romania’s tourism performance in 2017 with 1.4% of the country's gross domestic product (GDP) and 208,500 jobs. Romania OECD Tourism Trends and Policies (2020) mention that, according to the Tourism Satellite Account, the direct contribution of tourism to GDP in 2017 was RON 23.9 billion, 2.8% of the total GDP, and the tourism sector directly supported 373,074 jobs”. The 2018 National Tourism Development Strategy assumes among its four operational objectives to support the private innovation and increase digitisation. In the Project of The National Strategy for Ecotourism Development is planned that until 2030 creating the conditions for ecotourism development in natural protected areas. Human resources development is one key area of focus.

1.2. The new global problem is Corona Pandemic

In 2020 the first semester its effect on tourism sector at global scale is dramatic. WTTC estimate in April 2020 that the Global economic impact of COVID-19 is five times more than 2008 Global Financial Crises, that put 75 million jobs at risk, accounting decreases to GDP around 2.1 trillion $. In relative terms, the COVID-19 impact is about 23% of jobs to be destroyed from total sector jobs with direct impact in the global unemployment rate increasing with 2.1 pp. (WTTC 2020c)

Petrova (2020) cites OECD 2020 that among South Eastern European countries Romania and Serbia are seriously hit by COVID-19. This negative economic impact is the result of value chain disruptions, especially in the manufacturing and tourism sectors.

Starkov (2020) points out that Corona “though unprecedented in scale and is not the first global crisis to hit hard the hospitality industry”, The reaction should be similar to Zika or hurricane season manifest before at regional or global level.

WTTC’s launched on 21th of April 2020 in London, UK, four principles to ensure swift recovery for the Travel & Tourism sector and the global economy following the end of the COVID-19 outbreak. Human capital calls in the forth principle, focused on assuring the “Financial support for workers, businesses and promotion for a prompt recovery”. Hartenstein and Waugh (1994) and Schlossberg (1995) considers the loss of work a critical event for the individual exposed to a significant risk of social exclusion.

1.3. Disruptive innovations in the tourism sector announced by megatrends

Especially after the Corona Pandemic is visible, the harder time for the hotels industry of 2020 very difficult to predict. (SiteMinder 2020) Hoteliers need to imagine and adopt new technology developments to meet customer demand. SiteMinder, Revinate, IDEaS and Dr Peter O’Connor found that critical management systems (revenue, customer relationship, property and channel) will add to customer-focused systems the data-focused network. Accommodation is in an intense digital transformation process. The success of this process requests new strategies and objectives as well as new business model adoption. Bradley (2019) lists in the top must-have IoT five web-wired tech trends in hospitality today:
Automated Guestrooms, Engagement via Mobile, Interfaces Incorporated Naturally, Better Online Branding and Personalized Room Setups.


USA Deloitte report identified that customers overwhelmingly value shared experiences. (Reichheld et al. 2020) To rethink human experience, authors title five fundamental principles: “be obsessed with all things human, proactively identify and understand human needs before they are expressed, execute with humanity, be authentic and change the world”.

1.4. Talents and human resources essential innovation capability in the tourism sector

Langford, Weissenberg, and Gasdia (2019) mark that “with all the focus on emerging technology, it’s often easy to forget that people will remain one of travel and hospitality’s biggest challenges throughout 2019. In an industry built on service excellence, people can be a brand’s most powerful competitive asset.” They also emphasized that “the travel industry can’t grow without talent: Labor gaps are not new to travel, but the magnitude of the current workforce shortage certainly is. Rapid industry growth and an evolving workforce remain key drivers”. Labour shortage marks both skilled and unskilled labour. Cameron (2017) found that the 2017 US labour shortage covers with immigrants: “even tho ugh immigrants comprise only 13 per cent of the US population—they account for 31 per cent of the workforce in the hotel and lodging industry and 22 per cent in restaurants”. Vasilescu, Aparaschivei, and Roman (2012) signals for Romania, that the labour market “was experiencing large and increasing shortages of labour and skills, coupled with large migration abroad”.

1.5. Adaptive capacity and adaption characteristics for the tourism sector

The tourism sector is vulnerable to many factors of variability and changes. Its adaptive capacity presents variate patterns. Parsons et al. (2018) explore the case of Samoa, a Pacific island nation highly dependent on beach tourism and already vulnerable to a variety of natural hazards. Authors found that tourism operators assure the adaptive capacity to climate change impact as a network and not an individual.

Perles-Ribes et al. (2017) re-evaluate the tourism-led growth hypothesis in the case of Spain, a leading country in the tourism industry, after the 2008 Global Financial and Economic Crisis and the 2010 Arab Spring shocks. Araújo-Vila, Fraiz-Brea, and de Araújo (2020) found that in 2020 Spain has not fully recoved after the financial crises, and worries its population continuously since then. Tourism, a key industry to the Spanish economy, next to the construction industry are still the most affected sectors. Supplementary, the “COVID-19 is an even bigger problem, which expected to have catastrophic consequences for many countries’ economies, including Spain” (Araújo-Vila, Fraiz-Brea, and de Araújo 2020)

Las Vegas is the case of a successful overcoming of the 2008 Global Recession, which “benefitted from stabilized or even increasing international tourism demands”. Lim and Won (2020) found that the success of the tourism destination & location “was possible due to its adaptive capability in Complex Adaptive System (CAS). Highly specialized service-oriented regional economies can enhance regional resilience by improving adaptive capacity towards within-sector related variety. Diversification through the adaptive capability of Las Vegas’ tourism contributed to economic recovery and resilience”.

Romão, Guerreiro, and Rodrigues (2017) point that tourism activities face unprecedented levels of competition in the global economy, territories as destinations are also in competition and not only product and services providers. Tourism is a space-dependent economic sector. Authors conclude that the “local resource management, promotional strategies, transport systems or accommodation provider can be more efficiently planned if there is some collaboration among clusters of regions with similar characteristics”. The logic of this
approach, according to authors, allow developing “a strategy of differentiation aiming at the provision of unique experiences based on the specific territorial resources could lead to a more sustainable form of tourism development” (Romão, Guerreiro, and Rodrigues 2017).

Frocrain and Giraud (2019) classify industries into “tradable and non-tradable categories using an index of geographic concentration since for tradable industries production tends to be geographically separated from consumption”. Tourism is also tradable, where its foreign consumers do the moving, at the location of tourism service providing and consuming take place. Persons mobility high restrictions as a preventive measure for Coronavirus Pandemic control locked the tourism. The foreign consumer does not access any more any destination location. In consequence all the sectors that depend on tourism (accommodation, cuisines, beverages, cultural events, etc) are locked almost in an entire share in many countries.

2. Theoretical framework - economy of agglomerations

In general, regardless of the crises is need to increase the capability to deliver smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, to find the path to create new jobs for all and better lives.

The purpose of the work is to identify human capital natural hidden patterns at locality level in Romania (NUTS 5), of employed in tourism mainly sectors, especially with a tertiary level of education, called talents, by age and by gender. The secondary purpose is to check if in the most vulnerable areas, with highest concentration of poor people are talents employed in the studied sectors.

Agglomeration of creative workers Moretti (2012) creates positive externalities. Talents employed in tradable sectors have high multiplicator effect, in terms of job creation in nontradable sectors. Frocrain and Giraud (2019) conclude that, during 2004-2013 period, in France, for every 100 new tradable jobs, including the jobs in tourism too, that emerged in an employment area, 64 additional non-tradable jobs were created in the same area”. Frocrain and Giraud (2019) cites Le Garrec (2008) and justify that some shares from sectors like “Food and beverage service” (56), "Accommodation" (55), "Travel agency and tour operator activities, and other reservation service and related activities" (79), "Creative, artistic and entertainment activities" (90), "Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities" (91), "Gambling and betting activities" (92), all could be included in the tradable group”.

This investigation has important implications for public policy in view to identify the externalities needed for successful and adaptive development of mainly tourism industries in regions with a high propensity of smart specialization, regardless their level of development. Clusters defined by the high share of talents in mainly tourism sectors marks the local labour markets specialised as well the presence of labour market pooling in the analysed sectors. Measures and actions concentrate and precisely focused in these clusters could accelerate the regional development policies implementation, new knowledge diffusion, new skills development, related variety skills development, increasing productivity, increasing the innovation capacity to acquire and development of the sector, new jobs creation in the tourism sector. On the short term, this process, accordingly adjusted could, could assure the rapid recovery after the Corona Pandemic shock.

Systems, societies and individuals are increasingly interconnected and interdependent in a global world. Also, the tourism world is transformed by competitiveness. In the profit absence tourism sector is nonsustainable, practically the incomes need to be higher than the costs. Industry rivalry includes according to Porter (1979): the customers who want to receive more and to pay less; bargaining power of suppliers who want to be paid more and offer less; the creation of new sectors, respectively rivals from other industries through the substitution effect that offers products/services that offer the same functionality at lower costs; new entrants to the market by attracting customers from the old producers by reducing costs. Space is at the core of decreasing costs, directly or indirectly, mainly through: innovation and economies of agglomeration.

2.1. Innovation and talents

Innovation is the way to make a profit in the monopolistic competition model, an aspect noted by Stiglitz since 1977. Llano (2000) found that creating the new (incremental or radical) eliminates competitors, rivals, lowers costs and thus maximizes temporary profit. The
zero moment is the creation of the new in location, that becomes Center. Next, its neighbours adopt it through dispersion or contagion. Finally, if the case of the whole world. The last locations that adopt this new are the periphery. Fujita, Krugman, Venables (1999) define the Center-Periphery model within the new geographical economy. This model describes three localization forces: two agglomeration / centripetal forces given by the relationship between costs and demand and a dispersion / centrifugal force determined by the local competition.

2019 European Innovation Score Board (EIS) treats the Innovation as input-output. Human resource, next to the attractiveness of research systems and innovation-friendly environment stand to the framework conditions for innovation, that are the critical innovation promoters of innovation performance, external for the enterprise. In EIS human resources cover: new doctorate graduates, population completed tertiary education and lifelong learning. In EIS Romania is ranked 28 as a modest innovator, still below the 2011 performance, but better than the last minimum form 2015. 2019 Regional Innovation Scoreboard (RIS) relative performance to EU in "2011" ranks Bucharest Ilfov as the pest performance with 54.1 2019 RIS in progress with 5.8 compared to 2017, but decreasing with -7.9 compared to 2011. All other regions present the innovation performance lower than 1/3 from the EU average in 2019, with the exception of Vest region with 34.3.

Other international systems that measure innovation and talent are the World Economic Forum (WEF)'s Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) and OECD Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard (STIS). The GCI 2019 Report points that „countries must improve talent adaptability; that is, enable the ability of their workforces to contribute to the creative destruction process and cope with its disruptions. Talent adaptability also requires a well functioning labour market that protects workers rather than jobs.” (Schwab 2019)

OECD STIS 2017 concludes that „Workers in digitally intensive industries exhibit both higher levels of cognitive skills (e.g. literacy, numeracy and problem solving), as well as non-cognitive and social skills (e.g. communication and creativity)”. In this new context, tertiary education defines the best to „meet the rising demand for cognitive skills” (OECD 2017)

Wei, Feng, and Zhang (2017) points, based on literature, that “innovation talents presence, as a most active and important resource in innovation activities; all that innovation talents make significant contributions to the improvement of innovation capability, but not vice versa”.

2.2. The economies of agglomeration

The economies of agglomeration are one of the main determinants of the variation of productivity in the space. Frenken, Van Oort, and Verburg (2007, p.6) The central idea underlying the economics of agglomeration holds that clustering of economic activity occurs because firms experience some form of benefit from locating near one another. A broad definition of agglomeration economies is that it concerns economies from which a firm can benefit by being located at the same place as one or more other firms. They are related to economies of scale, which play an essential role in increasing productivity. The economies of agglomeration reduce the average costs of a long-term product, the result of an expansion of an activity (Bogart 1997). Fujita and Thisse (1996; 2013) address the “economic reasons for the existence of a large variety of agglomerations arising from the global to the local”. They found that “the trade-off between various forms of increasing returns and different types of mobility costs are more fundamental” than natural features of geography. Sources of reduction of average costs are defined relative to the industrial unit frontier, as internal or external economies of scale.

Four sources of agglomeration economies (spillovers) are distinguished: one internal and three external - (Marshallian, Urbanisation and Jacobian). We add to these the fifth – the Morettian externalities or the Tertiary Human Capital Spillover (Moretti 2003). Under evolutionary trade theory and evolutionary growth theory (Saviotti & Pyka, 2004; Vernon, 1966), emphasises the distinction between the different sources of spillovers by qualitatively different types of benefits.

Internal economies of scale achieve within an industry unit (a company, an industry, a city, a state, a region). The economies derive from the spatial expansion of the industry unit by lowering the costs from internal sources: technological, managerial, financial or risk
mitigation. These may occur in a single firm due to production cost efficiencies realized by serving large markets (Krugman 1991), id global spread. There is nothing inherently spatial in this concept according to Frenken et al. (2007, p6), other factors than that the existence of a single large firm in space implies a large local concentration of factor employment;

**External economies of scale** or externalities achieves within the outside of the industry unit. The spatial closeness of firms could lead to positive externalities, called agglomeration economies. These externalities could be positive or negative (ex congestion, pollution).

**Marshallian economies (technical externalities) or localization economies** achieve benefits by neighbourhood with companies from the same sector/industry, respectively by specialization mechanisms. This type of external economies is available to all local firms within the same sector. Feser (2002) and Henderson (2003) points that Marshallian externalities arise from three sources: labour market pooling, creation of specialized suppliers, and the emergence of knowledge spillovers. This externality explains the productivity heterogeneity in space, whereby the productivity of labour in a given sector in a given city is assumed to increase with total employment in that sector. In short, Frenken, Van Oort, and Verburg (2007) prove that the expected benefit of the Marshallian externality is productivity increase. **This productivity-increasing specific to the location where similar firms produce similar products. The spatial proximity expects to “spur incremental innovation and process innovation”.** Consoli & Sanchez-Barrioluengo (2019) found that “local industrial specialisation shaped by an agglomeration of a high-skilled workers on the demand for no tradable service jobs”. This tertiary educated human capital agglomeration has a positive local multiplier effect on the expansion of low-skill service employment and shortage of the “routine” mid skill jobs”. The agglomeration of the firms, from the same sector, in some areas give the specialized character to its region. These companies realize mutual benefits, according to Beaudry and Schaffauerova (2009) through access to highly specialized workforce pools. The decrease of the costs of the demand is realized by the direct access to the labour force, the search costs of the labour force are reduced. The costs of the labour supply are also reduced by the existence of various employment/employment opportunities, reduced costs of intermediate inputs, communication and innovation spread. High specialisation in a sector vulnerable to global shocks could hinder economic growth of the region.

**Urbanisation economies** are external economies available to all local firms irrespective of sector and arising from urban size and density. These economies are the result of savings from the large-scale operation of the agglomeration or city as a whole and independent from industry structure. Relatively more populous localities are also more likely to house universities, industry research laboratories, trade associations and other knowledge-generating organizations. It is the dense presence of these organizations (not solely economic, but also social, political and cultural) that supports the production and absorption of know-how, stimulating innovative behaviour, and contributes to differential rates of interregional growth. Harrison, Kelley, and Gant (1996). In this case (urbanization economies), the sectors are unrelated; therefore, according to Frenken et al. (2007, p24) the expected benefit is the unemployment decrease. Raspe and Van Oort (2006) recommend evaluating the economic potential of cities based on three knowledge factors: “R&D”, “innovation” and “knowledge workers”. The R&D is input in practice in spatial economic strategies to build regions specialization. Raspe and Van Oort (2006) found that the “the successful introduction of new products and services to the market (innovation) and indicators of skills of employees (“knowledge workers”) explains better and more profoundly the urban employment and productivity growth”.

**Jacobian externalities** are external economies stemming from a variety of sectors. Jacobs (1961; 1969) In a region, the variety of sectors are related or unrelated (Frenken et al., 2007, p24) define the related variety is „a source of regional knowledge spillovers, called Jacobs externalities”. Unrelated variety is “a portfolio protecting a region from external shocks”. The expected benefits, according to Frenken et al. (2007, p24), in Jacobian externalities, is employment growth as a result of radical innovation processed finalized with new products that are associated with new skills, new employment and new markets. Authors point that “related variety in cities is responsible for job creation and not urban density in itself”. Since 1998, Quigley found that “the functional specialization of firms in
heterogeneous industries, near of each other, is supposed to generate spatial interdependencies and generates benefits (and costs such as congestion) for everyone in that specific location”. Quigley (1998) Thus, variety in itself may be a new source of knowledge spillovers and innovation. Frenken, Van Oort, and Verburg (2007) explains that “the diverse industry mix in an urbanized locality also improves the opportunities to interact, copy, modify and recombine ideas, practices and technologies across industries giving rise to Jacobs externalities. Important innovations stem from the recombination of knowledge present in different industries. Geographical proximity between firms in different industries renders such recombination more likely to occur, in particular, if firms also operate under similar institutional conditions”.

Beaudry and Schiffauerova (2009) calls urbanization and Jacobian externalities in the same time. In this case, works the diversity mechanisms of sectors, which support the economic growth of the region. These cases are specific to companies located in a big city, where the neighbouring companies do not belong to the same industry. The sources of benefits are:
- access to a large market, consumption can also be local, lower transport costs;
- access to a variety of specialized services available only in large cities;
- potential for the dissemination of knowledge and technology from different industries, including access to a much more diverse technological spectrum offered by research. Urban agglomeration offers benefits of lower Jacobian costs, according to the previous context. The peripheral centre structure reflects spatial models of optimizing the use of resources by reducing the costs of transport, energy and knowledge/information - also called connectivity costs.

The last sources of externalities are the Morettian externalities or the Tertiary Human Capital Spillover. These refer to the situation when high human capital have a spillover effect on a city economy (Moretti 2003). The magnitude of human capital spillover is tremendously significant for education policy, for new talents attraction in the region, to increase the productivity, voter participation increasing, crime and violence behaviour decreasing, etc. Moretti (2004) demonstrated that supplementary to agglomeration this effect is observable. This last externality presents interest, especially in the context of the need to accelerate the digital transformation of the tourism sector.

2.3. Tourism - concept and measurement approaches

Regulation 692/2011 concerning European statistics on tourism (and repealing Council Directive 95/57/EC) revises and updates Council Directive 95/57/EC and takes into account the internationally recommended methodology which is provided in the IRTS 2008 define ‘Tourism’ as “the activity of visitors taking a trip to a main destination outside the usual environment, for less than a year, for any main purpose, including business, leisure or other personal purpose, other than to be employed by a resident entity in the place visited.”(Eurostat 2014)

Based on the Methodology for tourism statistics (Eurostat 2014), Tourism Satellite Accounts (TSA 2010) and The International Recommendations for Tourism Statistics 2008 (IRTS 2008) the "mainly tourism" industries includes the four digits detailed activities: H5110 Passenger air transport, I5510 Hotels and similar accommodation, I5520 Holiday and other short-stay accommodation, I5530 Camping grounds, recreational vehicle parks and trailer parks, N7910 Travel agency and tour operator activities. (Table 6 and 7)

We intend to explore patterns of employment in Romania's mainly tourism sectors at two digits, at the NUTS 5 level. NIS - National Institute of statistics provide this data granulation by 2011 Census data provided. (H51Air transport, I55 Hotels and other accommodation facilities and N79 Activities of tourist agencies and tour operators; other reservation services and tourist assistance)

2.3.1. Travel agency and tour operator is a tourism engine is of strategical importance to support jobs and inclusive growth in all regions

Travel agency, tour operator reservation service and related activities (N79) is a high human capital concentrator, included by Eurostat in the Knowledge Intensive Activities (KIA). According to Moretti (2010), the agglomerations of high human capital predict the
success of locations and provide a multiplier effect. N79 create demand for Transportation and Storage (H, especially HS9 – air transport) and Accommodation and Food Service Activities (I, mostly accommodation (NACE I55), food and beverage service activities (NACE I56)). Together with knowledge, transport and accommodation shape the tourism industries, strongly linked with culture and spirituality. N79 is the highest high human capital concentrator among all tourist industries, the fact that allows it to benefit from technological innovation OECD (2007) fully. **N79 is a Less Knowledge-Intensive Market Services (LKIMS)** from the perspective of Employment classification by the intensity of technology and knowledge usage. That means this sector share the KIS sectors characteristics: generate high value-added (over 21% according to OECD 2007), have a high-intensity information use, based on ICT and digitisation adoption is increasing its efficiency and quality of services, services that provide in highly competitive markets, N79 becoming an innovation creator not only adopter (Bryson and Daniels, 2007.p 179) N79 as KIS presents a multidimensional profile: (i) knowledge – generate and exploit; (ii) innovation and (iii) spatial proximity /regional dimension. Muller and Doloreux (2007). On the background that “Europe continues to stand as the most visited region, welcoming half of the world’s international tourist arrivals” World Tourism Organization (UNWTO, 2018). N79 as tourism engine is of strategical importance to support jobs and inclusive growth in all regions. EU28 at regional level (NUTS2) presents high spatial heterogeneity, with different specialisation degrees and competitive performance levels.

2.4. Romanian tourism industries performance

2.4.1. Romanian tourism industries short profile in the context of the economy

Following the structures of (Eurostat, 2020) and using Eurostat data, Table 1 and 2 present the brief pattern of Romanian tourism industry in the context of an economy in 2017. The 690 thousand enterprises made a turnover of 345 million euros, respectively, a value added at factor cost of 88.8 million Euros and employed 5.35 million of persons. (Table 1) In relative terms, total tourism industries cover 6.2% of enterprises, 2.1% from turnover, 2.6% from value added and 4.7% from employment. Mainly tourism industries comprise 1.3% of enterprises, 0.8% from turnover, 0.9% from value-added and 1.2% from employment. Mainly the tourism sector has some gross multiplication effects over partially tourism across the key indicators ratio indicate, as follows: 3.8 for enterprise number, 1.5 for turnover, 1.9 for value-added and 2.8 for employment. These ratios are comparable with the proportions at EU27 level (Eurostat 2020), respectively of 4.9 for enterprise number, 1.4 for turnover, 1.9 for value-added and 2.8 for employment.

Before the Corona Pandemic, at one mainly tourism employee was expected to have 3 employees in partially tourism sectors.
Table 1. Romanian tourism industries short profile in the context of economy in 2017 (absolute values)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of enterprises</th>
<th>Turnover (million EUR)</th>
<th>Value added at factor cost (million EUR)</th>
<th>Number of persons employed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business economy other than services (1)</td>
<td>485215</td>
<td>292990</td>
<td>66909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services other than tourism industries (2)</td>
<td>162306</td>
<td>44682</td>
<td>19154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tourism industries (3)</td>
<td>42603</td>
<td>7395</td>
<td>2311.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism industries (mainly tourism) (4)</td>
<td>8960</td>
<td>2912.9</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism industries (partially tourism) (5)</td>
<td>33643</td>
<td>4482.1</td>
<td>1511.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>690124</td>
<td>345067</td>
<td>88374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Due to unreliable data at country level and rounding, deviations can occur between total and subtotal.


Table 2. Romanian tourism industries short profile in the context of economy in 2017 (relative values)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of enterprises, %</th>
<th>Turnover (million EUR), %</th>
<th>Value added at factor cost (million EUR), %</th>
<th>Number of persons employed (hundred), %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business economy other than services (1)</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services other than tourism industries (2)</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tourism industries (3)</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism industries (mainly tourism) (4)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism industries (partially tourism) (5)</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Due to unreliable data at country level and rounding, deviations can occur between total and subtotal.


2.4.2. Tourism and economy evolution by key indicators of the economy, Romania compared with EU27, during 2012-2017

Evolution of tourism (mainly and partially) present a positive trend, overpassing the total economic performance, in all the four key indicators, in Romania as well as at EU27 level (on average). (Figure 1)
Mainly tourism is performing as the best performances, over services and tourism for enterprises number and value-added at EU27 level. This fact indicates the engine role of mainly tourism sector in the economy. In Romania, even if the industry of mainly tourism is increasing with great pace is still below the service and tourism performances. Comparing the level of 2012 fixed base key indicators for Romania with EU27 average is visible that mainly tourism increase in Romania is higher for value-added (153% for Ro and 138% for EU27) and turnover (127% for Ro and 117% for EU27), equal for enterprise number (123%) and slightly below for employment (111% for Ro and 113% for EU27).

**Figure 1: Tourism and economy evolution by key indicators of the economy, Romania and UE27, 2012-2017 (index 2012=100)**

**Romania**

![Graph showing tourism and economy evolution in Romania](image)

**EU 27**

![Graph showing tourism and economy evolution in EU27](image)

Source: Eurostat (online data code: sbs_na_sca_r2, sbs_na_la_se_r2), (Eurostat 2020)
3. Method

Aydin (2019) announced that GIS & Spatial Machine Learning: Transforming Our Planet’s Pulse to Action. Artificial intelligence includes Machine Learning, and Machine Learning included Depp Learning, in a Matrioska relationship. The new logic is to learn rules and patterns from data, while explicit regulations and knowledge do not exist; only data represented explicitly. Aydin (2019) The result is knowledge and rules inferred from data. Mitchell (1997) define machine learning as a “computer program is said to learn from experience E concerning some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance … improves with experience E”. AMchine Learning in GIS uses data-driven algorithms and techniques that automate tasks as “prediction, classification and clustering”. The novelty of ML in Arc GIS is the incorporation of geography in computation id. shape, density, contiguity, spatial distribution, or proximity”. (Aydin 2019)

The method is Multivariate Clustering Analysis (MCA), the non-spatial (constrained) version, applied in ArcGis Pro 2.3. (Box 1). Since the release of ArcGis Pro is available a new set of Statistical Spatial Tools, including MCA K Means. (Aydin 2019) classify Multivariate Clustering among the Machine Learning Tools in Arc GIs, next to Spatially Constrained Multivariate Clustering, Density-based Clustering, Image Segmentation, Hot Spot Analysis, Cluster and Outlier Analysis, Space-Time Pattern Mining and Time Series Clustering.

Ruthartr (2018) points out that:

“Clustering algorithms are a type of unsupervised machine learning, meaning you don’t have to define what it means to be a cluster up front (often referred to as training the model). Instead, the algorithm does that for you by evaluating the data and finding natural patterns that exist”.

MCA algorithm finds “natural subsets or groupings of features based on either location (spatial component only), values (attributes only) or a combination of both location and values”.

K-means algorithm developed by (Steinhaus 1957) and named by (MacQueen 1967). (Ruthartr 2018)

Arc Gis Pro software uses MCA with K-means in the idea shaped by (Jain 2010):

“Organizing data into sensible groupings is one of the most fundamental modes of understanding and learning. Cluster analysis is the formal study of methods and algorithms for grouping or clustering, objects according to measured or perceived intrinsic characteristics or similarity. Cluster analysis does not use category labels that tag objects with prior identifiers, i.e., class labels. The absence of category information distinguishes data clustering (unsupervised learning) from classification or discriminant analysis (supervised learning). The aim of clustering is to find structure in data and is therefore exploratory in nature. Clustering has a long and rich history in a variety of scientific fields. One of the most popular and simple clustering algorithms, K-means, was first published in 1955.” (Jain 2010)

This tool is appropriate for big data sets, Big Data. It has applied successfully to market segmentation (Wikipedia, 2020). Also, For this reason, we exploit fully the Census data, in a new manner. We apply MCA on polygon data geocodeate, as the spatial component, represented by Local Administrative Units, respectively the NUTS 5 level. The employment data by the 8 characteristics, splitted in 8 density variable are the attributed data associated with the spatial location.”

Our objective is to reveal natural hidden patterns which are very difficult to see just by looking at the data points on the map.
3.1. Multivariate Clustering Analysis

MCA tool is relatively recently used in literature. Moral et al. (2016) made a GIS-based multivariate clustering for characterization and ecoregion mapping from a viticultural perspective. Authors delineate homogeneous zones by climate and big topographical data with high variability, for Extremadura (southwestern Spain), an outstanding wine region. Romão, Guerreiro, and Rodrigues (2017) concludes that spatial analysis “is a useful contribution of in tourism studies with a clear impact on the goodness of the of the econometric model and the identification of spatial patterns in tourism activities and its determinants”. Michaelides, Economakis, and Lagos (2006) uses Multivariate Clustering Analysis for employment and regional planning in Greece. Bena et al. (2013) apply MCA to analyse the job tenure and work injuries in relation to previous experience and difference by age. Tatarczak and Boichuk (2017; 2018) apply multivariate methods and explore the nature of youth unemployment and unemployment in Poland in more precise detail using dendrograms.

We use MCA, K Means algorithm (K Means++), to identify seeds used to grow the cluster. The result is to “organise, group, differentiate and catalogue” mainly tourism employment by age, education and gender characteristics by eight characteristics. The feature is the NUTS 5 / local administrative unit, a spatial unit area. The employment data are the attribute data Pierre (2014), in our case described by eight variables. For this purpose, we use the following notations the analysed groups, defined by employee characteristics:

a) Level of education
   1 – Low (ISCED 0-2, which corresponds to a level of education at best equivalent to lower secondary education);
   2 – Medium (ISCED 3, which corresponds to a level equivalent to upper secondary education);
   3 – High (ISCED 5-7, which corresponds to a level equivalent to tertiary education);

   where we use the notations:

   \[ PP_{51\_1} + PP_{51\_2} + PP_{51\_3} = 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (1)
   \[ PP_{55\_1} + PP_{55\_2} + PP_{55\_3} = 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (2)
   \[ PP_{79\_1} + PP_{79\_2} + PP_{79\_3} = 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (3)

   Economic sectors:
   H51 Air transport,
   I55 Hotels and other accommodation facilities and
   N79 Activities of tourist agencies and tour operators; other reservation services and
   tourist assistance,

b) Age intervals:
   T – Youth (15-24 years old);
   A - Adults (25-54 years old);
   V – Old (55-64 years old);

   where we use the notations:

   \[ PP_{51\_T} + PP_{51\_A} + PP_{51\_V} = 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (4)
   \[ PP_{55\_T} + PP_{55\_A} + PP_{55\_V} = 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (5)
   \[ PP_{79\_T} + PP_{79\_A} + PP_{79\_V} = 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (6)

   c) Gender- M (males); F - (females).

   where we use the notations:

   \[ PP_{51\_F} + PP_{51\_M} = 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (7)
   \[ PP_{55\_F} + PP_{55\_M} = 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (8)
   \[ PP_{79\_F} + PP_{79\_M} = 100\% \] \hspace{1cm} (9)

Result 8 groups, iterated in the following codification by share and by main tourism sector:
Digits 1 to 2 are the share symbol;
Digits 4 to 5 are the sector code;
Digits higher than 6 are the employee's characteristics;
Limit of the method: we made a tradeoff between the best spatial granularity and
corporate concordance with the sector definition. As it is visible in table 8 and 9 from Annex
result in an overestimation of employment is mainly the tourism sector with 7.9 thousand
persons, respective with 13.6%. Also, data are from different sources with limits of
comparability. Our data are RIS data – Romanian Institute of Statistics 2011 Census and the
Tourism data matrix are from SBS Eurostat.

The objective is to create clusters (N) or groups, as similar as possible of local labour
market classified by the similarity of the features for the eight groups mentioned [(1-Low, 2-
Medium and 3-high), age (T-youth, A – adults and V – aged) and gender (M-males, F-
Females)], across NUTS 5 locations from national territory of Romania (called here features).
The resulted number of clusters/groups follow the rule that the “features within each output
group are as similar as possible while groups are as different as possible” (Pierre 2014).
The total number of local administrative units is 3189, higher than the 30, the minimum
number of features for MCA. Each of the eight groups is analysed by their similarities that
reflect differences in each characteristic share, resulting in three spatial patterns typologies,
for each sector (I151, I55 and N79).

Each group is analysed by the eight employee characteristics variable.

“The values of the Analysis Fields are standardized by the tool because variables
with large variances (where data values are very spread out around the mean) tend
to have a larger influence on the clusters than variables with small variances.
Standardization of the attribute values involves a z-transform, where the mean for
all values is subtracted from each value and divided by the standard deviation for
all values. Standardization puts all the attributes on the same scale.” (ESRI
ArcGis Pro, 2020)

Spatial unit is NUTS 5, respectively country level, and the software is ARC GIS Pro.
Multivariate clustering analysis (MCA) tool uses the K-Means algorithm.(ESRI ArcGis Pro,
2020) The natural clusters are identified directly from the data, and MCA is an unsupervised
machine learning method. Data are grouped in clusters. Here “all the features within each
cluster are as similar as possible, and all the clusters themselves are as different as possible”.
(ESRI ArcGis Pro, 2020) MCA is not a spatial tool but produces a spatial pattern of
transitional labour markets by gender and age.

The locality level is the lowest administrative unit codified as NUTS5 according to
EUROSTAT, equivalent to LAU2 Local Administrative Unit, classified according to
SIRUTA. The Information System of Administrative-Territorial Units Register - SIRUTA, is
a fundamental tool in automatic data processing in the territorial both statistical system and
the economic system – general Financial in Romania. It works based on the legal framework:
Law no. 2/1968, Decree-Law no. 38/1990 as a legal trustee’s regional organization of

We use 2011 Census data provided by the Romanian National Institute of Statistics.
Method (Box 1)

The R² value reflects how much of the variation in the original TestScores data was retained after the clustering process, so the larger the R² value is for a particular variable, the better that variable is at discriminating among your features. (ESRI ArcGis Pro, 2020)

\[ R^2 = \frac{(TSS - ESS)}{TSS} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

TSS is the total sum of squares
ESS is the explained sum of squares

Number of cluster k

MCA clustering effectiveness is measured using the Calinski-Harabasz pseudo F-statistic, a ratio reflecting within-group similarity and between-group difference:

\[ F = \frac{\frac{R^2}{n_c - 1}}{\frac{1 - R^2}{n - n_c}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where:

\[ R^2 = \frac{SST - SSE}{SSE} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

SST is a reflection of between-cluster differences
SSE reflects within-cluster similarity

\[ SST = \sum_{i=1}^{n_c} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} \sum_{k=1}^{n_y} (V_{ij}^k - \overline{V^k})^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

\[ SSE = \sum_{i=1}^{n_c} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} \sum_{k=1}^{n_y} (V_{ij}^k - \overline{V^k})^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

n = the number of features
n_i = the number of features in cluster i
n_c = the number of classes (cluster)
n_y = the number of variables used to cluster features
V_{ij}^k = the value of the kth variable of the jth feature in the ith cluster
\overline{V^k} = the mean value of the kth variable
\overline{V^k}_i = the value of the kth variable in cluster i

Evaluating Number Clusters, a chart will be created showing the pseudo F-statistic values calculated. The highest peak on the graph is the largest F-statistic, indicating how many clusters will be most effective at distinguishing the features and variables you specified. Based on pseudo F-statistic chart we select the best k and run again the tool. Among results, nearest to the cluster map are the number of features per clusters.

Clustering Method

The Multivariate Clustering tool uses the K Means algorithm by default. The goal of the K Means algorithm is to partition features so the differences among the features in a cluster, over all clusters, are minimized. Because the algorithm is NP-hard, a greedy heuristic is employed to cluster features. The greedy algorithm will always converge to a local minimum, but will not always find the global (most optimal) minimum. The K Means algorithm works by first identifying seeds used to grow each cluster. Consequently, the number of seeds will always match the Number of Clusters. The first seed is selected randomly. Selection of remaining seeds, however, while still employing a random component, applies a weighting that favors selection of subsequent seeds farthest in data space from the existing set of seed features (this part of the algorithm is called K Means ++). Because of the random component
in finding seeds whenever you select Optimized seed locations or Random seed locations for the Initialization Method, you might get variations in clustering results from one run of the tool to the next.

Outputs
Box plots are used to show information about both the characteristics of each cluster as well as characteristics of each variable used in the analysis. The graphic below shows you how to interpret box plots and their summary values for each Analysis Field and cluster created: minimum data value, 1st quartile, global median, 3rd quartile, maximum data value, and data outliers (values smaller or larger than 1.5 times the interquartile range). Hover over the box plot on the chart to see these values as well as the interquartile range value. Any point marks falling outside the minimum or maximum (upper or lower whisker) represent data outliers. The default parallel box plot chart summarizes both the clusters and the variables within them. Each node of the mean lines points the cluster’s average value for each Analysis Field.

Source: (ESRI ArcGis Pro, 2020)

4. Findings

Our main findings are the cluster patterns of Employment in Romania for each sector of the mainly tourism activities (H51, I55 and N79) at NUTS 5 level. The clusters group features (local administrative units) with similar characteristics described by eight variables. The statistics of variables characteristic by feature coupled with the number of clusters (N). selected N are generate statistics by the eight variable characteristics of employment associated with, the degree of goodness (R²) that variable is discriminating among the features. Final results are the cluster maps and the number of features per clusters (Bennett, Vale, and d’Acosta 2015).

All three clusters profile do not have outliers. We apply the K Means algorithm.

4.1. Clusters profiles for H51 Air transport

The H51 sector employees mainly males adults with a secondary level of education. The average share of employees with tertiary level of education accounts 6% mean at NUTS 5 level.
Table 3. Statistics for employment in H51 at NUTS5 level, by shares in total for the level of education (1-Low, 2- Medium and 3-high), age (T- youth, A – adults and V – aged) and gender (M- males, F- females) and R²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>N=20</th>
<th>N=6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP_51_A</td>
<td>13.9745</td>
<td>33.4090</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.984839</td>
<td>0.961982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_51_2</td>
<td>9.4201</td>
<td>26.6869</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.966076</td>
<td>0.855151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_51_M</td>
<td>11.9032</td>
<td>30.5678</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.962084</td>
<td>0.380300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_51_3</td>
<td>6.0748</td>
<td>21.2066</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.957928</td>
<td>0.788985</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_51_T</td>
<td>1.7547</td>
<td>11.4439</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.955494</td>
<td>0.796854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_51_I</td>
<td>1.7833</td>
<td>11.5223</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.921003</td>
<td>0.834791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_51_F</td>
<td>5.3750</td>
<td>19.8586</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.910164</td>
<td>0.738453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_51_V</td>
<td>1.5490</td>
<td>9.8298</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.89477</td>
<td>0.818607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N number of clusters
Source: data calculated by authors

The optimal number of cluster is 30. (Image 1) The clustering effectiveness is measured using the Calinski-Harabasz pseudo-F-statistic, which is a ratio of between-cluster variance to within-cluster variance, (ESRI ArcGis Pro, 2020) For the policies purpose, this number of clusters is too large. The criteria selection is given by the rule “the highest peak is the largest F-statistic, indicating how many clusters will be most effective at distinguishing the features and variables you specified.”

We run the MCA a number times, selecting the results for N 20 and 6. While N=6 is the first maximum in the pseudo F statistic share, distinguishes feature similarities and differences in an acceptable level. F level indicates that this variable divides the employees into clusters most effectively. The R2 value for N=6 reflects that the Male variable does not discriminate successful among our features. While out interest variable is the proportion of employees with a tertiary level of education, we consider acceptable this cluster division.

Image 1. Optimized Pseudo-F Statistic Chart for H51, N Optimal = 30 clusters

Source: graphic made by authors in Arc Gis Pro

The results of MCA are of 3 types: box plots, features per cluster chart and the MCA cluster map. All these results are linked to each other, each cluster identified is differentiated by a unique colour. In our case, MCA run on census tract to create 6 clusters.

The Box-Plots (Image 2) show information about “both the characteristics of each cluster as well as characteristics of each variable used in the analysis”. Our cluster of interest is Cluster number 5 (magenta colour). (Image 2) The cluster with pp_51_3 is the cluster with the highest proportion of employees with tertiary education. In opposition, Cluster 6 reflect the tract of employees with the low level of education. Cluster number 2 includes the locations with the highest share of youth from the same sector. Cluster number 1 offer the image for tracts of the place with the highest percentage of aged employees. Cluster 3 (white) do not present activity in the sector H51, regardless of the eight characteristics, there is no employment visible.
The high concentration of H51 employees with tertiary education is in 171 features (NUTS5). (Image3)

Features with high tertiary employment in H51 are visible in Image 4 in Cluster 5 (magenta), an indication of high-intensity cognitive activities. It is noticeable the spatial autocorrelation and concentration around big cities. It could cover urban and periurban areas. The highest agglomeration is around Bucharest and Constanța. Mainly around Bucharest, Brașov and Constanța are locations included in Cluster 4 (mustard). This cluster is principally described by employees with the following characteristics: secondary level of education, adults and males. Their presence in the neighbourhood of Cluster 5 indicates operationalisation and execution tasks.
Image 4. Multivariate Clustering Chart outputs for HS1, N=6 by shares in total for the level of education (1-Low, 2- Medium and 3- high), age (T- youth, A – adults and V – aged) and gender (M- males, F- Females)

Source: RPL 2011 NUTs 5 data, NIS source. Map made by authors in Arc GIS Pro with ESRI Romania shapefiles

4.2. Clusters profiles for I55 Hotels and other accommodation facilities

The I55 sector employees mainly females adults with a secondary level of education. The average share of employees with tertiary level of education accounts 10% means at NUTS 5 level. (Table 4)

Table 4. Statistics for employment in I55 at NUTS5 level, by shares in total for the level of education (1-Low, 2- Medium and 3- high), age (T- youth, A – adults and V – aged) and gender (M- males, F- Females) and $R^2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP_55_A</td>
<td>51.868</td>
<td>42.981</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.629062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_55_F</td>
<td>47.995</td>
<td>41.567</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.575889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_55_2</td>
<td>41.665</td>
<td>9.864</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.471881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_55_M</td>
<td>21.838</td>
<td>30.640</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.219444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_55_T</td>
<td>17.656</td>
<td>29.363</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.156100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_55_3</td>
<td>10.516</td>
<td>21.576</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.102621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_55_V</td>
<td>2.6499</td>
<td>10.607</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.026957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N number of clusters
Source: data calculated by authors

The optimal number of cluster is 30. (Image 5) For the policies purpose, this number of clusters is too large. The criteria selection is given by the rule “the highest peak is the largest F-statistic, indicating how many clusters will be most effective at distinguishing the features and variables you specified.”

We run the MCA a number times, selecting the results for N 20 and 7. While N=7 is the first maximum in the pseudo F statistic share, distinguishes feature similarities and differences in an acceptable level. F level indicates that this variable divides the employees into clusters most effectively.
The results of MCA are of 3 types: box plots, features per cluster chart and the MCA cluster map. All these results are linked to each other, each cluster identified is differentiated by a unique color. In our case, MCA run on census tract to create 7 clusters.

The Box-Plots (Image 5) show information about “both the characteristics of each cluster as well as characteristics of each variable used in the analysis”. Our cluster of interest is Cluster number 5 (magenta colour). (Image 7) The cluster with pp_55_3 is the cluster with the highest proportion of employees with tertiary education. In opposition, Cluster 3 reflects the tract of employees with the low level of education. Cluster number 2 includes the locations with the highest share of adult women with a medium level of education from the same sector. Cluster number 1 offer the image for tracts of the place with the highest percentage of aged employees.

High concentration of 155 employees with tertiary education are in 232 features (NUTS5). (Image 3) and for the rural tourism Cluster 2 there are included 1051 locations.

Features with high tertiary employment in H51 are visible in Image 8 in Cluster 5 (magenta), the indication of high-intensity cognitive activities. It is evident the spatial autocorrelation and concentration around some touristic balnear areas: Covasna, Tușnad, Sovata, Vatra Dornei, Herculane. This person present high cognitive activities in balneary treatment – sophisticated treatments, indicating Marshallian sources externalities. The
Cluster 2 (red) is more spatially dispersed, especially in main touristic destinations mountain stations, seaside locations and Prahova Valley, mainly in rural areas. Bran, Valea Prahovei, etc. are agrotourism areas; employees are mostly adult women with a medium level of education. Also, cluster 2 indicates **Marshallian source externalities**. For this sector, locations from Cluster 4 do not provide activities, regardless of the eight characteristics, there is no employment visible.

**Image 8. Multivariate Clustering Chart outputs for I55, N=7 by shares in total for the level of education (1-Low, 2- Medium and 3- high), age (T- youth, A – adults and V – aged) and gender (M - males, F- Females)**

Source: RPL 2011 NUTs 5 data, NIS source. Map made by authors in Arc GIS Pro with ESRI Romania shapefiles,

**4.3. Clusters profiles for N79 Activities of tourist agencies and tour operators; other reservation services and tourist assistance**

The N79 sector employees mainly females adults with a secondary level of education. The average share of employees with tertiary level of education accounts 13% mean at NUTS 5 level. (Table 5) This sector (see 1.2.1.) is a KIA and an LKIMS sector, have a high-intensity information use, based on ICT and digitisation adoption is increasing its efficiency and quality of services, services provided in highly competitive markets.

**Table 5. Statistics for employment in N79 at NUTS5 level, by shares in total for the level of education (1-Low, 2- Medium and 3- high), age (T- youth, A – adults and V – aged) and gender (M - males, F- Females) and R²**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>N=2</th>
<th>N=7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP_79_A</td>
<td>26.150705</td>
<td>41.50857</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.796063</td>
<td>0.941548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_79_F</td>
<td>18.442486</td>
<td>34.195265</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.583396</td>
<td>0.746154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_79_2</td>
<td>16.747211</td>
<td>32.913021</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.519285</td>
<td>0.80747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_79_M</td>
<td>14.828132</td>
<td>30.465268</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>1.475137</td>
<td>0.68019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_79_3</td>
<td>13.078031</td>
<td>29.374194</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.397566</td>
<td>0.797129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_79_T</td>
<td>4.989581</td>
<td>18.253100</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.149869</td>
<td>0.773412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_79_1</td>
<td>3.445376</td>
<td>14.808696</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.108567</td>
<td>0.714129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP_79_V</td>
<td>2.130332</td>
<td>11.129073</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.073491</td>
<td>0.797145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: N number of clusters
Source: data calculated by authors

The optimal number of cluster is 14. (Image 9) For the policies purpose, this number of clusters is too large. The criteria selection is given by the rule “the highest peak is the largest F-statistic, indicating how many clusters will be most effective at distinguishing the features and variables you specified.”

We run the MCA a number times, selecting the results for N 2 and 7. While N=7 is the first maximum in the pseudo F statistic share, distinguishes feature similarities and differences in an acceptable level. F level indicates that this variable divides the employees into clusters most effectively.


The results of MCA are of 3 types: box plots, features per cluster chart and the MCA cluster map. All these results are linked to each other, each cluster identified is differentiated by a unique colour. In our case, MCA run on census tract to create 7 clusters.

The Box-Plots (Image 10) show information about “both the characteristics of each cluster as well as characteristics of each variable used in the analysis”. Our cluster of interest is Cluster number 5 (magenta colour). (Image 10) The cluster with pp_79_3, is the cluster with the highest proportion of employees with tertiary education. In opposition, Cluster 3 reflect the tract of employees with the low level of education, adults and youth, in equal measure males and females. Cluster number 2 includes the locations with the highest share of youth, mainly women with a high level of education from the same sector. Cluster number 1 offer the image for tracts of the location with the highest share of aged employees, mainly males with a secondary level of education.

Image 10. Multivariate clustering Box-Plots, for N79, N=6

The high concentration of N79 employees with tertiary education are in Cluster 5 (magenta) 347 features (NUTS5). (Image11) and for the youth tourism Cluster 2 (red) there are included 99 locations. Next to agglomerations of cognitive activities are the Cluster 4 (mustard), which group locations with employees with a medium level of education, mainly
adult females, covering 275 features. Cluster 4 is in the neighbourhood of Cluster 5 and 2, reflecting the role of operationalising.

**Image 11. Features per Cluster Chart, for N79, N=7**

![Feature per Cluster Chart](chart.png)

Source: graphic made by authors in Arc Gis Pro

Features with high tertiary employment in N79 are visible in Image 12 in the Cluster 5 (magenta), an indication of high-intensity cognitive activities.

**Image 12. Multivariate Clustering Chart outputs for N79, N=7 by shares in total for the level of education (1-Low, 2-Medium and 3-High), age (T-youth, A-adults and V-aged) and gender (M-males, F-females)**

![Multivariate Clustering Chart](map.png)

Source: RPL 2011 NUTs 5 data, NIS source. Map made by authors in Arc GIS Pro with ESRI Romania shapefiles

It is visible the spatial autocorrelation and location in the large urban agglomerations. Bucharest, Brasov are locations indicating *Urban sources externalities*. Maramures and Hunedoara locations from Cluster 5 indicating Marshallian sources externalities. Cluster 2 (red) but visible on the map, showing activities with the highest degree of digitisation. For this sector, locations from Cluster 6 do not provide activities, regardless of the eight characteristics, there is no employment visible. We emphasise the case of Cluster 3 (green), cluster with employees with a low level of education. It is clear the case of location from the North Tulcea, area of Delta Danube, a highly isolated area on the water. Here a lot of people leave from catching fishing and even rowing.
5. Discussion

Pierie (2014) cite ESRI regarding the fact that MCA is a grouping analysis tool that “perform a classification procedure that tries to find natural clusters in your data”. This visual detailed and spatial integrated map offer a new perspective to understand the data, i.e. hidden patterns better.

Locations with talent presence could become innovation capabilities investment priorities. (Wei, Feng, and Zhang 2017) examine the impact of innovation capability on the distribution of innovation talents. Authors conclude that for China during 2001-2015: “(a) for areas with low levels of talent, the innovation environment is the most crucial factor; (b) for areas with a medium level of talent, the effects of innovation input and efficiency are moderate; and (c) for areas with a high level of talent, the positive effects of innovation input and efficiency are quite significant”.

(Truener, 2018) points out that “Travel & Tourism creates jobs, drives exports, and generates prosperity across the globalised world”. Regions are involved in the globalization process to a different extent depending on their structure and specialization. (Capello and Fratesi, 2011, p.2)

(Grigorescu et al. 2019) make a regional mapping of knowledge-intensive job growth from tourism industry using shapeshift analysis. (Lincar, Ciucă, and Atanasiu 2019) presents the first draft of this article in the recent 2019 EcoSmart.

* * *

It is remarkable the Bucharest, Brașov and Constanța the neighbouring presence of all analysed sector H51, I55 and N79. (Image 13) These are big citys respond to (Beaudry and Schiffauerova 2009) criterias. These places are sources of both urbanization and Jacobian externalities. Here exists diversity based mechanisms that support the economic growth of the region. For these locations are viable tourism ecosystem development. The highest variety allows radical innovation adoption at a rapid pace.

Another case is the Marshallian externalities case for all analysed sectors in Valea Prahovei area and Hunedoara. In Marshallian specialised location is probable the productivity-increasing coupled with incremental innovation adoption.

The map overlay initiated by McHarg (1971) “is a procedure for combining the attributes of intersecting features that are represented in two or more geo-registered data layers” DiBiase and Dutton (2009). In Romania, some of the most vulnerable are the Minumum Guarantee Beneficiaries (MGB). If we overlay the Image 13 on the MGB Marginalized Communities from Flood Risk Areas published by Lincaru et al. (2020) we obtain the Image 14. We have to emphasise that MGB persons are among the most vulnerable person in Romania, for which there are no sufficiently inclusive jobs! Perles-Ribes et al. (2017) put in discussion the question “Is the tourism-led growth hypothesis valid?”, we extrapolate for the case of low educated from underdeveloped areas, as it is the extreme case fo MGB’s from historical of 500 years flood risk areas. The response, issued indirectly, is NO, in Romania’s poored regions tourism is not inclusive! - the message of Image 14. Result the sad conclusion that location with cumulative disasters as the impact of repetitive crises are not able to attract talents. If tourism, as the most inclusive sector for low educated fails to create inclusive jobs, then, remains still the question: what economic sector could employ persons from historically disadvantaged and vulnerable locations?
Image 13. Human Resources Capabilities inputs for Regions Smart Specialisation Strategies mainly tourism HR with high level of education (3- High), age (T- youth, A- adults) and gender (mainly F – Females)

Source: made by authors, shape file ESRI RO, RPL 2011 NUTS 5 data, NIS source

Image 14. Human Resources Capabilities inputs for Regions Smart Specialisation Strategies mainly tourism HR with high level of education (3- High), age (T- youth, A- adults) and gender (mainly F – Females) and the VMG agglomeration beneficiaries (June, 2018. ANPIS)

Source: made by authors, shape file ESRI RO, RPL 2011 NUTS 5 data, NIS source; VMG agglomeration beneficiaries (June, 2018. ANPIS)

These results provide insights for spatial based policy decision (employment, education, innovation, investments, infrastructure, etc.) further development. Employment in tourism industries, therefore, should fulfil their potential to “create jobs for economically less advantaged socio-demographic groups or regions” (Eurostat, 2016) as an inclusive growth
engine, working for all in a global knowledge economy. Another trend that increases the tourism inclusiveness dimension is the cultural heritage sites, a requisite for a sustainable tourism in a cultural context. (Huete-Alcocer, López-Ruiz, and Grigorescu 2019) Not at least, tourism is a possible link between public and private affairs. (Grigorescu 2006).

6. Conclusions

The first contribution of this work is the creation of spatial patterns of clusters for employment in the main tourism sectors, individually and superposed, at local level granularity – the lowest level of granularity. These maps exploit the recent geo-referenced information related to tourism and other areas. The hidden patterns for tourism jobs are sad. Only wealthy locations can develop further sustainable tourism industry, while poor areas, i.e. the poorest ones (MGB Marginalized Communities from Flood Risk Areas) have no chance! The main conclusion of this article is that only the developed regions near highly urban agglomerations have innovation capacity to adopt radical innovation, including to exploit the digital transformation according to global megatrends. Even if the landscape is an attraction, locations (i.e. the MGM location case) these communities fail to develop tourism activities and to create inclusive jobs. This result is in line with the conclusion of (Romão, Guerreiro, and Rodrigues 2017). The results represent a useful input for building a Smart Strategy of the gradual recovery of the sectors following corona Pandemic Impact. To accelerate the digital transformation of the industry according to the demands identified by the tourism Megatrends iterated by (Bloomberg Media Group 2019) is a top priority. This Smart Strategy has to exploit sustainably all the specific territorial resources, especially its talents and human capital, regardless its level of education. In contrast “innovation talents make significant contributions to the improvement of innovation capability, but not vice versa” (Wei, Feng, and Zhang 2017). Authors insist that “attracting and nourishing talents it is the first priority for any region which want to develop smart and sustainable. An inclusive and cohesive territorial development, if exploits the digital transformation opportunities should create the Morettian externalities of high human capital, and finally should close the “diverging gap between urban and rural”(Lopez-Ruiz et al. 2014).
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## Appendices

### Table 6. Romanian tourism industries detailed profile in the context of economy (absolute values)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Enterprises - number</th>
<th>Turnover or gross premiums written - million euro</th>
<th>Value added at factor cost - million euro</th>
<th>Persons employed - number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDIC_SB var Code</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>V11110</td>
<td>V12110</td>
<td>V16110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIME/NACE_R2 Code</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total business economy: repair of computers, personal and household goods; except financial and insurance activities | (1) | 485,215 | 292,990.2 | 66,908.8 | 4,020,121 |
| Total services (\(^2\)) | (2) | 20,490 | 520,77 | 2,146,565 | 132,889 |
| Total tourism industries (\(^3\)) | (3) | 40,654 | 7,140 | 2,227 | 241,812 |
| Tourism industries (mainly tourism) (\(^4\)) | (4) | 7,011 | 2,658 | 716 | 58,009 |
| Tourism industries (mainly tourism) (H51+H55+H70) RIS data | (5) | 8,960 | 2,913 | 800 | 65,941 |
| Tourism industries (partially tourism) (\(^5\)) | (6) | 33,643 | 4,482 | 1,512 | 183,803 |
| Transport related (total) | | 43,698 | 12,993 | 3,621 | 273,947 |
| Land transport and transport via pipelines | | H49 | 43,409 | 12,044.4 | 3,620.9 | 267,183 |
| Passenger rail transport, interurban | H491 | 22 | 207.6 | 13,782 |
| Taxi operation | H4932 | 9,490 | 227.7 | 110.4 | 20,704 |
| Other passenger land transport n.e.c. | H4939 | 3,430 | 621.9 | 227.4 | 22,420 |
| Water transport | H50 | 211 | 187.5 | 2,397 |
| Sea and coastal passenger water transport | H501 | 25 | 0.9 | 50 |
| Inland passenger water transport | H503 | 72 | 8.3 | 6.1 | 369 |
| Air transport | H51 | 78 | 761.4 | 4,367 |
| Passenger air transport | H511 | 48 | 719.2 | 4,079 |
| Accommodation | I55 | 6,074 | 1,303.7 | 631.6 | 50,610 |
| Hotels and similar accommodation | I551 | 2,403 | 1,079.2 | 341.4 | 39,136 |
| Holiday and other short-stay accommodation | I532 | 1,995 | 95.8 | 36.3 | 5,338 |
| Camping grounds, recreational vehicle parks and trailer parks | I533 | 81 | 6.2 | 2.3 | 331 |
| Food and beverage service activities | I56 | 20,339 | 3,082.5 | 944.4 | 131,745 |
| Restaurants and mobile food service activities | I561 | 9,903 | 2,208.3 | 652.4 | 92,271 |
| Beverage serving activities | I563 | 9,158 | 585.7 | 176.7 | 28,474 |
| Rental and leasing activities | N77 | 2,465 | 865.7 | 473.3 | 8,500 |
| Renting and leasing of motor vehicles | N771 | 990 | 530.7 | 299.8 | 3,476 |
| Renting and leasing of recreational and sports goods | N7721 | 229 | 9.4 | 5.9 | 418 |
| Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related activities | N79 | 2,808 | 847.8 | 168.4 | 10,964 |
| Travel agency and tour operator activities | N791 | 2,484 | 757.2 | 135.5 | 9,125 |
| Other reservation service and related activities | N799 | 324 | 90.6 | 32.9 | 1,839 |

Note: Due to unreliable data at country level and rounding, deviations can occur between total and subtotal
(1) B-N S55_X_K; (2) NACE sections H, L, J, M, N, S95; (3) NACE classes H491, H4932, H4939, H501, H503, H511, I551, I552, I553, I561, I563, N771, N7721 and division N79; (4) NACE classes H51, I551, I552, I553 and N79; (5) NACE classes H491, H4932, H4939, H501, H503, I561, I563, N771, N7721 and N799; (6) H49+H50+I51; Source: Eurostat (online data code: sbs_na_sca_r2, sbs_na_1a_se_r2)
Table 7. Romanian tourism industries detailed profile in the context of economy (relative values)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDIC_SB</th>
<th>Code/Year</th>
<th>V11110 2017</th>
<th>V12110 2017</th>
<th>V12150 2017</th>
<th>V16110 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprises - number</td>
<td>Turnover or gross premiums written - million euro</td>
<td>Value added at factor cost - million euro</td>
<td>Persons employed - number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME / NACE R2</th>
<th>Torus tourism industries as share of total non-financial business economy(*)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>8.4%</th>
<th>2.4%</th>
<th>3.3%</th>
<th>6.0%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total tourism industries as share of total Services(*)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tourism industries(*) of which:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism industries (mainly tourism)(*)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism industries (partially tourism)(*)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tourism industries, of which:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport related (total)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>107.5%</td>
<td>182.0%</td>
<td>162.6%</td>
<td>113.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land transport and transport via pipelines</td>
<td>H49</td>
<td>106.8%</td>
<td>168.7%</td>
<td>162.6%</td>
<td>110.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger rail transport, interurban</td>
<td>H491</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi operation</td>
<td>H4932</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other passenger land transport n.e.c.</td>
<td>H4939</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water transport</td>
<td>H50</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea and coastal passenger water transport</td>
<td>H501</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inland passenger water transport</td>
<td>H503</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air transport</td>
<td>H51</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger air transport</td>
<td>H511</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>H55</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
<td>20.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels and similar accommodation</td>
<td>H551</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>24.3%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday and other short-stay accommodation</td>
<td>H552</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camping grounds, recreational vehicle parks and trailer parks</td>
<td>H553</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and beverage service activities</td>
<td>H56</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>43.2%</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants and mobile food service activities</td>
<td>H561</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
<td>30.9%</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
<td>38.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverage serving activities</td>
<td>H563</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental and leasing activities</td>
<td>H77</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renting and leasing of motor vehicles</td>
<td>H771</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renting and leasing of recreational and sports goods</td>
<td>H7721</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related activities</td>
<td>H79</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel agency and tour operator service</td>
<td>H791</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other reservation service and related activities</td>
<td>H799</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Due to unreliable data at country level and rounding, deviations can occur between total and subtotal.
(1) B-N. S95. X. K; (2) NACE sections H, I, J, L, M, N, S95; (3) NACE classes H491, H4932, H4939, H501, H503, H511, H551, H552, H553, H561, H563, H771, H7721 and division N79; (4) NACE classes H511, H551, H552, H553 and N791; (5) NACE classes H491, H4932, H4939, H501, H503, H561, H563, H771, H7721 and N799; (6) H49+H50+H51; Source: Eurostat (online data code: sbs_na_sca_r2, sbs_na_1a_sc_r2)